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Abstract
In this note we focus on hyperbolic directions for the double (2n+1)-
gon translation surface and give a sufficient condition for hyperbolicity
in terms of a gcd algorithm. As an illustration, we focus on the double
heptagon translation surface and find explicit points with coordinates in
the holonomy field which are not connection points. The central point of
the double heptagon is among those points. This gives a negative answer
to a question by P. Hubert and T. Schmidt [HSR].
1 Introduction and statement of the results.
A translation surface is a genus g topological surface with an atlas of charts
on the surface minus a finite set of points such that all transition functions are
translations. These surfaces can also be described as the surfaces obtained by
gluing 2 by 2 the opposite parallel sides of an euclidean polygon by translations.
As an example, they arise when studying trajectories in a billiard table using
the Katok-Zemlyakov unfolding procedure which consists in reflecting the bil-
liard every time the trajectory hits an edge instead of reflecting the trajectory, so
that the billiard flow on a polygon is replaced by a directional flow on isometric
translation surfaces. For surveys about translation surfaces and Veech groups,
see [Zor06], [Wri14] or [HS04b].
An interesting question is to characterize periodic directions. For Veech sur-
faces, periodic directions, saddle connection directions and directions of parabolic
elements of the Veech group coincide. For translation surfaces whose trace field
is quadratic or Q, C. McMullen showed in [McM03] that the periodic directions
are exactly those with slopes in the trace field. In higher degree, it is no longer
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true and the periodic directions are only included in the set of directions whose
slope belong to the trace field. D. Davis and S. Lelièvre looked in [DL18] at the
parabolic directions for the double pentagon surface and characterized them us-
ing a gcd algorithm. Their results can be extended using the same arguments to
the (2n+1)-gon which has a holonomy field of degree n over Q. In this paper we
use this algorithm to characterize hyperbolic directions whose slope belong to the
trace field for the double (2n+ 1)-gon surface. We find explicit examples of such
directions for the double-heptagon, a translation surface made of two heptagons
with their parallel opposite sides glued together. The central points of the double
heptagon are the centers of the heptagons. A nonsingular point of a translation
surface is called a connection point if every separatrix passing through this point
can be extended to a saddle connection. Our method allows us to prove that cen-
tral points of the double heptagon are not connection points, see Corollary 1.3.
We conducted tests for the double-hendecagon (n = 5) as well but we couldn’t
find hyperbolic directions in the holonomy field, see Conjecture 1.5, which relates
to a conjecture in [HMTY08] which states, in the setting of λ-continued fractions
for Hecke groups, that there are no hyperbolic directions in the trace field for
11 ≤ 2n + 1 ≤ 29. Indeed, Veech showed in [Vee89] that the Veech group of the
double (2n + 1)-gon is the Hecke group H2n+1 1 2. There are several other in-
teresting conjectures in their paper. See also [AS09] and [CS13] for related results.
Theorem 1.1. In double (2n+ 1)-gon surfaces, directions which ends in a peri-
odic sequence (of period ≥ 2) for the gcd algorithm are hyperbolic directions (i.e.
directions fixed by an hyperbolic element of the Veech group).
Proposition 1.2 (Double heptagon case). For the double-heptagon surface, there
are hyperbolic directions in the trace field.
This proposition is already known from [AS09] and [HMTY08], where they
use a different method. Our method provides an answer to the question of central
points as connection points, which was not known.
Corollary 1.3. Central points of the double heptagon are not connection points.
Moreover, different tests we conducted suggests the following conjectures,
which are not new since we found the same ideas in [HMTY08].
Conjecture 1.4. For the double-heptagon, all the directions in the trace field are
either parabolic or hyperbolic.
1for k ≥ 3, Hk =<
(
0 −1
1 0
)
;
(
1 λk
0 1
)
>, where λk = 2cos(pik )
2While the Veech group of the double 2n-gon is a subgroup of order 2 of the Hecke group
H2n.
2
Conjecture 1.5. For the double-hendecagon, there are no hyperbolic directions in
the trace field and there are directions which are not parabolic (neither hyperbolic).
Acknowledgments. I’m grateful to Erwan Lanneau for all the explanations and
the discussions and remarks about preliminary versions of this paper. I would
like to thank Samuel Lelièvre as well for the discussions and his help about Sage.
2 Background
A translation surface (X,ω) is a real genus g surface X with an atlas ω such that
all transition functions are translations, except on a finite set of singularities Σ,
and a privileged direction. Alternatively, it can be seen as a surface obtained
from a polygon by gluing pairs of parallel opposite sides by translation with a
privileged direction. We get a surface X with a flat metric and a finite number
of singularities. We define X ′ = X − Σ, which inherits the translation structure
of X and defines a Riemannian structure on X ′. Therefore, we have notions of
geodesics, length, angle, geodesic flow (called directional flow). Orbits of the di-
rectional flow meeting singularities are called separatrices, and saddle connections
if they meet singularities in both directions.
An affine diffeomorphism of X is a homeomorphism f : X → X that restricts
to a diffeomorphism of X ′ of constant derivative. The derivative of f is then a
2 × 2 matrix of determinant 1, since f preserves area. The group of all deriva-
tives of affine diffeomorphisms of X is called the Veech group and is denoted by
SL(X). Veech groups have been studied extensively by W.A. Veech in [Vee89],
who showed in particular that they are discrete subgroups of SL2(R).
Hence, we can classify elements of the Veech group (and thus affine diffeomor-
phisms) into three types : elliptic (|trace(Df)| < 2), parabolic (|trace(Df)| = 2)
and hyperbolic (|trace(Df)| > 2).
Trace field The trace field of a group Γ ⊂ SL2(R) is the subfield of R generated
by tr(A), A ∈ Γ. One defines the trace field of a flat surface to be the trace field
of its Veech group.
Let X be a genus g translation surface. We have the following theorems :
Theorem 2.1 (see [KS00]). The trace field of X has degree at most g over Q.
Assume the Veech group of X contains a hyperbolic element A. Then the trace
field is exactly Q[tr(A)].
Theorem 2.2 ([McM03], theorem 5.1). There exists charts such that every
parabolic direction has its slope in the trace field and every connection point has
coordinates in the trace field. Moreover, if the trace field is quadratic over Q then
every direction whose slope lies in the trace field is parabolic.
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3 Hyperbolic directions for the double (2n+1)-gon
It is known that the double (2n+ 1)-gon has a staircase polygonal model, repre-
sented as an example in Figure 1 for the double heptagon. This is a particular
case of Bouw-Möller translation surface, as studied by I. Bouw and M. Möller in
[BM10]. P.Hooper gave a geometric interpretation of these surfaces in [Hoo12]
and proved in particular that the double (2n+1)-gon is affinely equivalent to the
staircase. See also [Dav14] and [DPU19]. We will use this model to construct the
gcd algorithm. This algorithm is not new and is described in [DL18] for exam-
ple for the double pentagon. For more results on the double pentagon, see also
[DFT11].
Figure 1: The staircase model for the double heptagon (In red we show one of
the two heptagons).
The staircase model can be constructed as follows : Let Ri, i = 1, ..., 2n − 1
be the rectangle of lengths sin( ipi
2n+1
) and sin( (i+1)pi
2n+1
). Then, glue Ri and Ri+1
such that edges of the same size are glued together, each side being glued to
the opposite side of the other rectangle as shown in Figure 2. Parallel edges of
R1 (resp. R2n−1) that are not glued to an edge of another rectangle are glued
together.
Figure 2: How to glue the rectangles Ri. Each edge of Ri is glued to the one with
the same number in Ri−1 or Ri+1.
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It is then an easy calculation to show the following lemma (which is not knew
and is a particular case of lemma 6.6 from [Dav14]):
Lemma 3.1. In the staircase model, there is a horizontal (resp. vertical) de-
composition into cylinders such that all cylinders have modulus equal to an =
2cos( pi
2n+1
).
Let us now look at the short diagonals of the staircase. We get 2n− 1 short
diagonal vectors denoted by Di, i ∈ J1, 2n−1K. We also set D0 to be the shortest
horizontal cylinder vector and D2n the shortest vertical cylinder vector. Up to
re-scaling, we set D0 and D2n as length 1 vectors. We drew the diagonals in a
graph as shown in Figure 3 for the double heptagon (n = 3). All the Di’s have
euclidean norm bigger than 1 (except D0 and D2n with norm equal to 1).
Figure 3: The diagonals of the double heptagon staircase divides the positive
cone into 6 subcones.
Let Mi, i ∈ J0, 2n − 1K be the matrix that maps D0 = (1, 0) to Di and
D2n = (0, 1) to Di+1. Mi maps the first quadrant Σ to a sub-cone of itself Σi 3.
The map Mi is in the Veech group of the staircase and is associated to an affine
diffeomorphism of the staircase surface which we still denote by Mi. Mi sends
parabolic (resp. hyperbolic) directions to parabolic (resp. hyperbolic) directions
which are in the ith cone. Iterating this process, we obtain a way to construct
new parabolic (resp.hyperbolic) directions once we have found one. Conversely,
we have a gcd algorithm which works the following way at each step : if the
direction lies in the ith cone, apply M−1i to get our new direction to which we
will repeat the process.
The first theorem is due to D.Davis and S.Lelièvre. It is stated in [DL18] in
the case of the double-pentagon but the same arguments can be directly extended
to the double (2n+1)-gon.
Theorem 3.2 ([DL18]). A direction on the double (2n + 1)−gon is parabolic if
and only if the gcd algorithm terminates at the horizontal direction.
3Di is considered to belong to the cone Σi.
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This theorem gives the first possibility for this algorithm to end. The other
possibility would be an eventually periodic ending, i.e if we apply the algorithm
a certain number of times the direction we get is a direction we already got in
a previous step. Here we characterize these directions in the trace field and we
prove Theorem 1.1, which can be stated more formally in the following way :
Theorem 3.3. The gdc algorithm is eventually periodic for a direction θ (which
is neither horizontal nor vertical) in the trace field if and only if θ is the image
by a matrix Mik ...Mi1 of an eigendirection for a hyperbolic matrix of the form
Mj1 ...Mjl. In particular, every eventually periodic direction for the gcd algorithm
is an eigendirection for a hyperbolic matrix of the Veech group.
Proof. If θ is eventually periodic for the algorithm, following each step of the
algorithm gives us exactly the matrices Mi1 , ...,Mik (the matrices corresponding
to the pre-periodicity so that the direction θ′ = (Mik ...Mi1)−1(θ) is periodic for the
gcd algorithm, which means there existsMj1 , ...,Mjl such thatMj1 ...Mjl(θ′) = θ′.
Then M = Mj1 ...Mjl indeed a hyperbolic matrix since all Mjs dilates lengths in
the first quadrant, which means that the eigenvalue of Mj1 ...Mjl for the direction
θ′ has to be strictly bigger than 1. Mj1 ...Mjl is then a hyperbolic matrix, and it
belongs to the Veech group as a product of elements of the Veech group.
Conversely, Let’s suppose there is i1, ..., ik, j1, ..., jl such that Mj1 ...Mjl(θ′) =
θ′, where M = Mj1 ...Mjl is hyperbolic and θ = Mik ...Mi1(θ′). First, it is clear
that θ′ belongs to the first quadrant by the Perron Frobenius theorem since
all the matrices Mi have positive entries, and that the only sequences j1, ...jl
such that M = Mj1 ...Mjl have possible zero entries are if j1 = ... = jl = 0 or
j1 = ... = jl = 2n, which gives a matrix M that is parabolic and not hyperbolic.
Thus, θ belongs to the first quadrant as well because the Mi’s are contractions
of the first quadrant. Moreover, at every step q, Miq ...Mi1(θ′) belongs to the first
quadrant. By construction of the gcd algorithm, it follows that applying the gcd
algorithm to the direction θ leads to θ′ after k steps. By the same argument,
since Mj1 ...Mjl(θ′) = θ′ and θ′ belongs to the first quadrant, we conclude that
the sequence jl, ..., j1 is exactly the sequences of indices we would have got if
we would have applied the algorithm to θ′, and that θ′ is a periodic direction
for the gcd algorithm. Hence, θ is an eventually periodic direction for the gcd
algorithm.
Remark 3.4. A point worth noting is that the sequence of sectors along the algo-
rithm allows us to construct the matrix M which stabilizes the original direction.
This will allow us, for the double-heptagon, to find a separatrix whose direction
is eventually periodic for the gcd algorithm and hence is not parabolic, which
means that the separatrix does not extend to a saddle connection.
Remark 3.5. This theorem implies that eventually periodic directions for the
gcd algorithm are hyperbolic directions, but the converse is not necessarily true.
However, we think that for the double heptagon surface this gives all hyperbolic
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directions and, moreover, all directions in the trace field are either hyperbolic
(with a periodic ending for the gcd algorithm) or parabolic (for which the gcd
algorithm ends in the horizontal direction).
4 Connection points
In this section, we finally show that central points of the double heptagon are not
connection points. We first define connection points and give some motivation to
their study.
Definition 4.1. (i) A separatrix is a geodesic line emanating from a singularity.
(ii) A saddle connection is a separatrix connecting singularities without any sin-
gularities on its interior.
(iii) A nonsingular point of the translation surface is called a connection point if
every separatrix passing through this point can be extended to a saddle connec-
tion.
(iv) A connection point is periodic if its orbit under the action of the Veech group
is finite.
P.Hubert and T.Schmidt studied connection points in [HS04a] and used them
to construct infinitely generated Veech groups as branched covers over non-
periodic connection points. C.McMullen proved in [McM06] the existence of
these points in the case of a quadratic trace field, and showed that the connec-
tion points are exactly the points with coordinates in the trace field. But in
higher degree there is no such result, neither concerning connection points nor
about infinitely generated Veech groups. One of the easiest non-quadratic sur-
face is the double-heptagon whose trace field is of degree 3 over Q. P.Arnoux and
T.Schmidt showed (see [AS09]) that for the double heptagon surface there are
points with coordinates in the trace field that are not connection points. Still,
it was not known whether or not central points of the double heptagon were
connection points. We provide here a negative answer to this question asked by
P. Hubert and T. Schmidt, [HSR].
By definition, for proving that the central point is not a connection point, it
suffices to find a separatrix which cannot be extended to a saddle connection,
namely a hyperbolic direction. We managed to find such a separatrix for the
central point, which is drawn in figure 4.
Proposition 4.2. The green separatrix in figure 4 has an hyperbolic direction.
As a result, the central point is not a connection point.
Proof. Let’s work with the staircase model. By applying the transition matrix
T−1, where T =
(
cos(pi
7
) + 1 cos(pi
7
) + 1
−sin(pi
7
) sin(pi
7
)
)
we get the following picture :
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Figure 4: The green separatrix, issued from one of the central points with slope
sin(pi
7
)(−2
3
cos(pi
7
)2 + 2cos(pi
7
)− 4
3
), does not extend to a saddle connection.
Figure 5: The green separatrix does not extend to a saddle connection.
We apply the gcd algorithm to the green direction and notice that it ends in
a periodic sequence of directions, which means the green direction is fixed by a hy-
perbolic matrix of the Veech group , namely M=
(−34a2 − 26a+ 19 22a2 + 21a− 14
−50a2 − 41a+ 28 35a2 + 26a− 17
)
,
which is hyperbolic (of trace 2 + a2) and belongs to the Veech group, since
M =
(
a 1
a2 − 1 a
)(
a 1
a2 − 1 a
)(
1 0
a 1
)(
1 a
0 1
)(
a −1
−a2 + 1 a
)(
a −1
−a2 + 1 a
)
Going back to the original double-heptagon model by conjugating by T and
expressing the result in terms of α = cos(pi
7
) and β = sin(pi
7
) we get that the green
direction is fixed by the matrix
TMT−1 =
(−27
2
α2 − 10α + 8 (714α2 + 573α− 396)β
(2α2 − 9α + 4)β 29
2
α2 + 10α− 6
)
Note that the link between a and cos(pi
7
) is simply a = 2cos(pi
7
).
This proves Proposition 1.2 and Corollary 1.3.
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